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NONSTANDARD TOPOLOGY ON FUNCTION SPACES WITH
APPLICATIONS TO HYPERSPACES

HERMANN RENDER

Abstract. In this paper the techniques of Nonstandard Analysis are used to

study topologies on the set of all continuous functions. We obtain nonstandard

characterizations for conjoining and splitting topologies and we give a complete

description of the monads of the compact-open topology which leads to very

elegant and simple proofs of some important results. For example we prove a

generalized Ascoli Theorem where the image space is only Hausdorff or regular.

Then we apply our results to the hyperspace and solve questions of Arens and

Dugundji, Wattenberg and Topsoe. Finally we discuss real compact spaces and

the continuity of the diagonal function.

0. Introduction

Let X, Y be topological spaces. The most important topology on the set

C{X, Y) of all continuous functions is surely the compact-open topology de-

noted by Tk . We give a complete description of the monads of xk if X or

Y possesses a weak separation property. Surprisingly this result is not true for

general spaces contradicting the main result in [6]. Recall that X is a k-space

if the topology k{X) := {U c X : UDK is relatively open in K for every com-

pact set A"} coincides with the original topology. It is well known that every

topological space with a countable neighborhood base at each point (also called

an Al-space), in particular every metric space is a k-space. For the large class
of all k-spaces we obtain a nice characterization of the nearstandard points

of xk . This enables us to give a very elegant nonstandard proof of the Ascoli

Theorem for k-spaces (or more general, for A:3-spaces) and we show that the

regularity of Y can be replaced by a weaker separation property which we have

called prehausdorffness. Moreover it follows from our proofs that a result in

[ 18] is not correct.

In homotopy theory the following problem is important: Let / : T x X —> Y

be a continuous function where T is an arbitrary topological space. Character-

ize the topologies t on C{X, Y) such that every "path" ff is a continuous

function from  T into C{X, Y) where f{t){x) := f{t,x).   A topology r
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satisfying this condition is called splitting. Conversely, t is called conjoining

if for every topological space T the continuity of f : T —► C{X, Y) implies

the continuity of /. We give nonstandard characterizations for a conjoining or

splitting topology. As a consequence we obtain that a topology is splitting if and

only if it is coarser than every conjoining topology. This fact is very useful for

applications to the set 3>cX{X) of all closed subsets, the so-called hyperspace: it

is well known that 3>cX{X) can be identified with C{X, {0, 1}) if Y := {0, 1}

is endowed with the Sierpinski topology {0, {0}, Y}. Arens and Dugundji

have asked whether the Vietoris topology is the smallest conjoining Hausdorff

topology for a compact Hausdorff space X. By our results this is true if and

only if X is discrete. Furthermore we show that the convergence topology co-

incides with the so-called N-compact topology introduced by L. Narens. In

general, the union of two sets is not a continuous operation for the convergence

topology answering a question of Wattenberg negatively. For the class of all

topological vector spaces we can show that the convergence topology coincides

with the Fell topology if and only if the space is locally compact. This partially

answers a question of Topsoe in [3]. For the class of all metric spaces we prove

that 3BcX{X) is an A\-space for the convergence topology if and only if X is

a locally compact space with a countable base. Then we give a nonstandard

characterization of real compact spaces using the methods developed in [5] and

give some nonstandard proofs of known results. In the last section we extend

some results of R. McCoy concerning the continuity of the diagonal function.

The paper is divided into seven sections. In the first section we discuss topo-

logical spaces which satisfy a weak separation property (cf. formula (1)). In

[23] these spaces are called Rx-spaces but we prefer the more suggestive notion

of a prehausdorff space. The reader who is not interested in such a specialized

separation property may skip the first section and need only know that every

regular space and every Hausdorff space is prehausdorff. The second section

deals with the compact-open topology and contains some further results. The

third section is devoted to the Ascoli Theorem; an example shows that our re-

sults are the best possible. The next section contains the characterizations of a

conjoining or splitting topology and an elegant proof of the so-called exponen-

tial law. In the fifth section, perhaps the main part, we present the results about

hyperspaces. Then we prove the nonstandard characterization of real compact-

ness. In the last section we study the continuity of the diagonal function and

some related questions.

Now let us introduce some terminology. We always assume a polysatu-

rated nonstandard model. If {X, r) is a topological space then m{x) :=

f)U€r x€U*U is the monad of x £ X. Frequently we write y « x instead

of y G m{x). As usual ns*X := \Jx€Xm{x) is the set of all nearstandard

points and cpt*X := \JKcX cornpact A the set of all compact points. If z e *X

then p{z) := f]U€r ze.{/*^ *s tne monad of z £ *X. For A c X let

"A := {*a : a £ A). Moreover we assume elementary knowledge of nonstan-

dard topology as presented in [12]. For topological definitions we refer to [13].

Recall that a Tx -space is a topological space such that every point is closed. A

topological space is regular if every closed set and every point outside from it

can be separated by disjoint open sets. If X ,Y are sets F{X, Y) denotes the

set of all functions f : X —* Y.
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1. Prehausdorff spaces

Prehausdorff spaces generalize both Hausdorff spaces and regular spaces and

a simple nonstandard definition is given by formula (1). Roughly speaking a

topological space X is prehausdorff if distinct points can either be identified

or separated. More precisely: define a reflexive and transitive relation ~ on

X x X where y ~ x means that x £ U implies y G U for every open set

U ; cf. [9]. Then X is prehausdorff if ~ is an equivalence relation and the

quotient space X/ ~ is Hausdorff. Note that y ~ x iff *y « x for x, y £ X.

As indicated in [32, p. 199] a space X is prehausdorff if and only if for all

x, y G X the following condition holds:

(1) m{x)Dm{y) ^ 0 => *x «y.

Using (1) we can extend the relation «cns'Ix'I to an equivalence relation

ss on ns*Jxns*J: for x, y £ ns*X define y x x to mean that there exists

c £ X with y « c and x « c. Hence X is prehausdorff iff « can be extended

to an (unique) equivalence relation on ns'Ixns'I. It is clear that « is

extendible to a nuclear (cf. [17, p. 18]) equivalence relation on *Xx*X iff JV is

uniformizable. Therefore it is a natural question whether x can be extended at

all to a nuclear relation on *X x*X : consider the filter %fA of all neighborhoods

of the diagonal in X x X and define y «A x to mean that {x, y) £ *U for all

U £ %fA . Obviously «A is reflexive and symmetric. It is easy to see that «A is

an extension of « if X is prehausdorff. Consequently, if X is compact and

prehausdorff then «A is an equivalence relation on ns*X = *X. Thus we have

shown

1.1. Theorem. Let X be compact. Then X is prehausdorff if and only if it is

uniformizable.

1.2. Corollary. A compact subspace of a prehausdorff space is regular.

Thus a locally compact space is prehausdorff iff it is regular. It is obvious that

a Tx -space is prehausdorff iff it is Hausdorff. Using (1) it is easy to see that pre-
hausdorffness is a productive property. Consequently there exist prehausdorff

spaces being neither regular nor Hausdorff.

1.3. Proposition. Let X be prehausdorff and K c X compact. Then the clo-

sure K is compact.

Proof. Theorem 8.3.8 in [32] yields K = st*A := {x £ X : 3y £ *K with
y « x}. Let (i/,),6/ be an open covering of st*A. It is easy to see that

"A" c \Jiej*U¡. By saturation we obtain *A c (JLi *Vk ■ Now n suffices to

show that st*A c \Jl=\ ^h '■> f°r ■* G st*A there exists z £*K with z « x.

Since A" is compact there exists y G AT with z & y . By (1) we have *x x. y £

K c (j£=i Ulk ■ Thus x £ Uik for some k £ {I, ... , n} since all U,k are open.
The proof is complete.

It is well known that the compactness of K in Proposition 1.3 cannot be

weakened to the condition *K c ns*X, even for Hausdorff spaces; cf. [17,

p. 31]. We note in passing that the condition "^cns'I for a subset A c X

is equivalent to the boundedness of A, i.e., that every open covering of the

whole space X contains a finite covering of the set A ; cf. [15] for a standard

treatment. For a survey about other separation properties we refer to [11].
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2.  COMPACT-OPEN TOPOLOGY

Let X, Y be topological spaces and let H be a subspace of C{X, Y). If a

is a system of subsets of X then the set-open topology xa on // is generated

by the sets [A, V] := {f g H : f{A) c V} with A £ a and V c Y open.
Obviously one can assume that a is closed under finite unions. If a is the

family of all closed subsets then xa is called the closed-open topology, if a is

the system k of all compact subsets then xk is called the compact-open topology.

At first we give a characterization of the monad relation xk of the compact-

open topology: if X or Y is prehausdorff then the following statement is valid

for f£*C{X, Y) and fQ £ C{X, Y) :

(2) f&kfo^ For all x £ cpt*^T, xq £ X, x x x0 is f{x) « foixo).

The proof of (2) follows by a modification of the proof of Proposition 1.17 in

[14]. Essentially one uses the fact that every compact set is a regular subspace;

such spaces are called ATi?-spaces in [16]. Another sufficient condition for the

validity of (2) is basic local compactness of X, i. e., that every point x £ X has

a neighborhood system consisting of compact sets. Recall that local compactness

only means that every point has a compact neighborhood.

Using the nonstandard characterization of continuity it is obvious that (2) is

equivalent to the continuity of the evaluation e : C{X ,Y)xK^Y defined by

e{f, x) := f{x) for every compact set AT c X. Thus we obtain from (2) the

following result:

2.1. Theorem. Let X be basic locally compact or let X be locally compact and

Y prehausdorff. Then the evaluation e : C{X, Y) x X —> Y is continuous for

the compact-open topology.

We emphasize that (2) is not valid for arbitrary spaces even if X and Y are
compact; cf. Theorem 5.7 and Example 99 in [31]. Hence Theorem A in [6] is

false.
Recall that a kY -space is a topological space X on which a 7-valued function

is continuous if its restriction to each compact subspace is continuous; see,
e.g., [20, p. 74]. A space is a k-space {k^-space) if it is a /cy-space for every

topological (regular) space Y. Considering the identity map id : {X, x) ->
{X, k{X)) one obtains the definition of a /c-space given in the introduction.

One of the most striking tools in nonstandard analysis is taking standard

parts of objects of the nonstandard universe. If Y is Hausdorff we can define

for every / G *C{X, Y) with f{*x) G ns*T for all x £ X the standard part

function st/ : X —> Y by st/(x) := sty(/(*x)) where stv denotes the standard

part map of 7 . Thus we have a function

(3) st: {f£*C{X, Y) : f{*x) £ ns*Y for all x £ X} -^ F{X, Y).

It is well known that st/ is in general not a continuous function. Indeed, let

X be a completely regular Hausdorff space and Y = R ; we show that st is
surjective: let / : X —► R be a function. For every finite set E c X the

restriction / : E -» R is continuous. Since compact sets are C-embedded we

can extend fiE to a continuous function g : X —> R; cf. [10]. Now apply a

saturation argument to the system of all sets SE := {g £ *C{X, R) : g{*x) =

*f{*x) for all x£E) with EcX finite.
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Even in the non-Hausdorff case we can define standard parts: let / : *X —> * Y

be a function with f{*x) £ ns*Y . Define g : X —» Y by g{x) := y for some

y £ Y with f{*x) « y. Every such g is called a standard part function of

f. We call an internal function / : *X ->• *Y ns-continuous {cpt-continuous

resp.) if (i) fi'xo) G ns*7 for all Xo £ X and (ii) for every x0 G X, y g Y,
/(*Xo) « y implies /(x) « y for ail xens'I (cpt*X resp.) with x « Xn.
If y is prehausdorff the second rather technical condition can be expressed to:

x « xo implies /(x) « /(*xn) for every f £ *H where « is the extended

equivalence relation.

The following proposition is well known and its proof is very similar to that

of Proposition 2.2.

2.1. Proposition. Let Y be regular and f:*X-**Y be ns-continuous. Then

every standard part function of f is continuous.

2.2. Proposition. Let X be a kY-space and f : *X —> *Y be cot-continuous.

Then every standard part function of f is continuous provided that one of the

following conditions is satisfied:

(a) Y is prehausdorff and f{*K) c cpt*7 for every compact set K c X.

(b) Y is regular.

Proof. It suffices to show that every standard part function g : X —> Y of f

is continuous on every compact set AT c X. Since f{*K) c cpt*T a straight-

forward saturation argument shows that there exists a compact set L c Y with

/(*AT) c *L. By Proposition 1.3 we can assume that L is closed. Let Xo G A

and F be a neighborhood of g{xo). Choose an open neighborhood V2 of

g{x0) such that g{x0) £ V2 n L c V2 n L c V ; cf. Corollary 1.2. Since / is
cpt-continuous there exists a neighborhood U of xo with /(*í7n*AT) c *V2.

It suffices to show that g{U n AT) c V^ Let x G U n A". Then_/(*x) G *V2..

Since f{*x) « g{x) we have g{x) £ V2 and similarly g{x) £ L = L. Thus

g{x) £ V . For (b) repeat the proof with L = Y.

Now let y be a regular space. Using Proposition 2.1 and formula (2) it is

now easy to see that

{/ : /ns-continous} c nsTji *C{X, Y)

( ) c {/ G *C{X, Y) : /cpt-continuous}.

The latter inclusion is an equality if X is a ky-space as Proposition 2.2 shows.

Thus we have a description of the nearstandard points of C{X, Y) for a large

class of topological spaces. Of course, for a locally compact space we obtain

the well-known characterization that / G nsTi *C{X, Y) iff it is ns-continous;

cf. Proposition 2.13 in [1], i.e., that the first inclusion in (4) is an equality.

We want to prove partial converses of the two last statements. If C{X, Y)

consists only of constant functions then we have in (4) equality independent of

the topological structure of X. Thus we need some assumptions to guarantee

the existence of enough continuous functions. The most common is to require

that {X, x) is a completely regular Hausdorff space and Y a topological Tx-

space containing a nontrivial path. Then it is easy to see that H := C{X, Y)

is a completely regular family in the sense of the following

Definition. Let X, Y be topological spaces. Then H c F{X, Y) is a com-

pletely regular family if there exists yo # yi G Y such that (i) for every closed
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set A c X and every z £ X\A there exists f £ H with f{A) = {y0} and

/(z) = yi, (ii) the constant function j>o : X —> Y defined by yo(*) = yo is in

H and (iii) *yi i m{y0).

For example, C{X, R) is a completely regular family iff X is completely

regular. If Y := {0, 1} is endowed with the Sierpinski topology {0, {0}, Y}
then C{X, {0,1}) is a completely regular family provided that X is regular

or a Tx -space. Another class of examples occur in Banach algebra theory: a
complex commutative Banach algebra A is called completely regular (cf. [29,

p. 174]) if the image of A under the Gelfand transformation is a completely

regular family in our sense.

2.3. Proposition. Let H c F{X, Y) be a completely regular family. For any

z £*X there exists a peak function for the point z £*X, i.e., a function f £*H

with f{z) = *yx and f{x) = *yo for all x £ *X\p{z).

Proof Transfer of the condition (i) shows that Sv := {/ £'H : f{*X\*V) =
{*yo} and /(z) = *yi} is nonempty for every V £ x with z £ V. Now use

saturation.

Let C{X, Y) be a completely regular family and X prehausdorff. We show

that the first inclusion in (4) is an equality iff X is locally compact: If X is

not locally compact there exists z G ns*.íT\cpt*.Y. Then the peak function

/ for the point z is not ns-continuous but / xk y0, use formula (2) and

p{z) c*X\cr)t*X.
Now let AT be a completely regular Hausdorff space and Y = R. We show

that the second inclusion in (4) is an equality iff X is a /CR-space: let / : X —> R

be continuous on each compact set K c X. As above it follows that Sk '•=

{g £ *C{X, R) : g{x) = */(x) for all x G *AT} is nonempty. By saturation

there exists g £ *C{X, R) with g{x) = *f{x) for all x G cpt*^. Since g

is cpt-continuous there exists by assumption a continuous standard function

which coincides with /. Thus / is continuous.

Our next example shows that the assumptions in Propositions 2.1 and 2.2

cannot be omitted. Moreover, it is interesting for the next section.

2.4. Example. Let x be the usual topology on the complex plane C and let

x be the (finer) topology generated by the sets U„ := U\{\/k : k > n} and U

with U £ x, n £ N. Define / : R -> (C, f) by /(x) := e"x with / G (0, 1].
It is straightforward to verify that every */ with /G*(0, 1] is ns-continuous.

But for / «r 0 the standard part function g{x) = x is not continuous.

The concept of equicontinuity of a family H c C{X, Y) requires a uniform

structure for Y . The weaker concept of even continuity is a purely topological

notion but rather technical: recall that H is evenly continuous if for every xo G

X, y G Y, and for every neighborhood V of y there exists a neighborhood

U of x and a neighborhood W of y such that /(xo) G W implies f{U)c V
for all / G H. Proposition III 8.7 in [12] shows that a family H C C{X, Y) is
evenly continuous (evenly continuous on compacta) iff every f £ *H satisfies

condition (ii) of ns-continuity (cpt-continuity). If we assume that F is a

compact Hausdorff space this means that

(5) (J *Hc {/ G *C{X, Y):f is ns-continuous}.
HCC{X, Y) evenly continuous
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It is natural to ask when this inclusion is an equality. We assume that X is a

completely regular Hausdorff space and Y contains a nontrivial path y with

y(0) =: yo • Let xyo be the system of all open neighborhoods of yo . One can

prove that for every V g xyo the set [X, V] is a completely regular family.

We show that in (5) equality holds iff X is discrete. The sufficiency is obvious.

Observe that the set on the right side in (5) contains m{yo):=\r\V(Zr *[X, V].

If we have equality in (5) then the saturation principle shows that [X, V] c H

for an evenly continuous family H, in particular [X, V] is evenly continuous.

But a completely regular family H C C{X, Y) is evenly continuous iff X is

discrete (where X is a Tx-space): for the necessity construct for z « xo with

z ^ Xo a peak function. Since X\{xo} is open we have *x0 £ p{z). But

/(z) = *yx and /(*xo) = *yo so that H is not evenly continuous.

Finally we consider general set-open topologies on subspaces H of C( X, Y ).

If a is a system of subsets of X then we define a pts * X := \JA&a * A in analogy

to the set of all compact points.

2.5. Proposition. Let a,ß be systems of closed subsets and let H be a com-

pletely regular family. Ifxacxß on H then apts*^ c yS pts *AT.

Proof. It is easy to see that / «a yo iff /(x) « yo for all x g a pts *X . Assume

that there exists z G apts*X\y?pts*Ar. A straightforward saturation argument

shows that there exists f £ *H with /(x) = *yo for all x G /?pts*X and

/(z) = *yi, in particular / «^ yo • Since xa c Xß we obtain / «a yo > thus

/(z) = *yi « y0 yields the desired contradiction.

The converse in Proposition 2.5 is in general not true as a counterexample

in [26] shows (even if ß is a network, thus Theorem 1.1 in [20] is not correct).

This phenomenon depends on the fact that large sets B £ ß may induce trivial

open sets [B, V]. In order to avoid this pathology it is sufficient to assume that

ß is a "hereditary closed compact network" [20, p. 5]: in this case one can prove

an analogous formula as (2) replacing cpt*Z by >9 pts * AT and the converse of

Proposition 2.5 has easily been proved. If in addition Y is a uniform space then

Xß coincides with the topology of uniform convergence on the sets B £ ß . As an

illustration of Proposition 2.5 we mention that xk coincides with the topology

of uniform convergence iff cpt*X = *X in X is compact; xk coincides with

the topology xp of pointwise convergence iff cpfX = aX iff every compact set

is finite. The topology of uniform convergence coincides with xp iff *X = a X

iff X is finite.

3. The Ascoli Theorem

A family H c C{X, Y) is called pointwise bounded if for every x G X

the orbit {/(x): f £ H) is relatively compact and compactwise bounded if

{fix)'-f^H, x £ K} is relatively compact for every compact set AT c X.

The next theorem clarifies the relation between even continuity and relative

compactness of subsets of C{X, Y) with respect to an arbitrary topology x on

C{X, Y). Surprisingly it turns out that condition (c) is the easiest to check for

the compact-open topology. Condition (d) in Theorem 3.1 is explained in the

next section and it is listed here only for completeness. The equivalence of (a),

(b), (d) is due to Noble (for Hausdorff spaces), the equivalence of (b) and (c)

for the special case x = xk  was proved in [18].  We note that (a) =>  (b) in
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Theorem 3.1 is in general not true even if Y is a compact Tx -space as simple

counterexamples show; cf. [26].

3.1. Theorem. Let Y be prehausdorff and x be finer than the pointwise topol-

ogy Xp . Then the following assertions are equivalent:

(a) The evaluation e : H x X -+ Y  is continuous for each x-compact set

HcC{X, Y).
(b) Every x-compact family H c C{X, Y) is evenly continuous.

(c) The diagonal function A : X —► {C{Z, Y), xk) defined by A{x){f) :=
f{x) is continuous where Z := {C{X, Y), x).

(d) H is weakly conjoining.

Proof, (a) => (b). Let f £ *H. Since H is compact there exists fo £ H

with / «T fo . The continuity of e: H x X —► Y yields f{x) « foixo) for all
x « Xo, in particular /(*x0) « /o(*o) ■ Let y G 7 with /(*x0) « y . Formula

(1) shows that *foi*Xo) « y and therefore /(x) « y. Thus H is evenly

continuous, (b) =*■ (a) is always valid: if H is compact it is evenly continuous

by (b). Let / «T To and x « xo. Since xp c x we have /(*Xo) « foi*o)

and the even continuity implies f{x) « foixo). The equivalence of (a) and

(c) is easy: A is continuous iff *A(x) xk A(xo) for all x « x0 G X. Since

Y is prehausdorff formula (2) is valid. Hence the last condition is equivalent

to f{x) = *A{x){f) « A(x0)(/o) = /o(xo) for all / G cpt*Z, f0 £ Z with
/ ~r fo and for all x « xo G X. But this is obviously equivalent to (a). The

equivalence of (b) and (d) is proved in §4.

3.2. Theorem. The diagonal function A: X -> {C{Z,Y),xk) with Z =
{C{X, Y), xk) is continuous if any of the following assertions is true:

(a) X is a k-space and Y regular.

(b) X is a k-space and Y prehausdorff.

Proof. It is known that C{X, Y) is regular (prehausdorff) if Y has this prop-

erty. By our assumption at X it suffices to show that A is continuous on each

compact set AT c X. But it is easy to see that this is equivalent to the following

assertion (cf. the last proof): For all / G cpt*C{X, Y), f0 £ C{X, Y)f «T /0

implies f{x) « fo{xo) for all x £ cpt*X, xo £ X with x « Xo. If x = xk ,
formula (2) shows the validity of this statement.

R. McCoy has claimed in [18, Corollary 1.6] that the diagonal function (in

Theorem 3.2) is not continuous if X is a ky-space but not a A:-space. Theorem

3.2(a) shows that this is not true, e.g., let Y = R and X = RR. His mistake

depends on the implicit assumption that the space k{X) (cf. the introduction)

is completely regular (this fact was also used in Theorem 1.5 in [18]). The proof

of Theorem 1.5 in [18] says essentially that for a completely regular ky-space

the extension k{X) is completely regular iff X is a k-space.

3.3. Ascoli Theorem. Let X be a k-space {k^-space resp.) and Y be prehaus-

dorff {regular resp.). Then the first two {all resp.) assertions are equivalent:

(a) H c C{X, Y) is relatively compact for the compact-open topology.

(b) H is evenly continuous and compactwise bounded.

(c) H is evenly continuous and pointwise bounded.
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Proof, (a) => (b). If the closure H is compact we know by Theorem 3.2 and

Theorem 3.1 (c) =*■ (a), (b) that H is evenly continuous and e : H x X —> Y

continuous. Thus H is also compactwise bounded, (b) =» (c) is trivial. We

prove now (c) => (a). In this case C{X, Y) is regular hence it is enough

to show that *H c ns*C{X, Y). Since H is pointwise bounded and evenly

continuous every / G *H is ns-continuous. (4) shows that *H c ns*C{X, Y).

Similarly we obtain for (b) =*■ (a) that *H c ns*C{X, Y) using Proposition

2.2 and the compactwise boundedness of H. Consequently, if H is closed then

H is compact. Thus it suffices to show that the pointwise closure Hp is also

compactwise bounded and evenly continuous on compacta: let AT c X compact

and choose L compact and closed with g{K) c L for all g £ H. Let y £ Y

and V, V2 open neighborhoods of y with V2!~) L c V . By the definition of
even continuity there exists a neighborhood U of Xo and a neighborhood W

of y such that g{W) c V2 for all g £ H with g{x0) £ W. For / G HP

there exists g £ *H with g{*x) « f{x) for each x £ X. If x £ U C\ K
and /(x0) G W then g{*x0) £*W and therefore g{*x) £ *V2f)*L. Thus

f{UnK)cV and f{K) c L for every / G HP .

For a Hausdorff space Y we obtain the following description: He C{X, Y)

is compact iff H is closed, evenly continuous and compactwise bounded. Our

Example 2.4 shows that it is not enough to require only pointwise boundedness:

the family //:={/:/ G (0, 1]} is obviously pointwise bounded. Since every

f £*H is ns-continuous H is evenly continuous. Moreover it is easy to see

that H is closed in C{X, Y) (but not in F{X, Y)). Furthermore, *H is not

contained in ns*C{X, Y) since for / « 0 the standard part function of */,

is not continuous. Thus H is not relatively compact. For a treatment of the

Ascoli Theorem for a large class of generalized uniform spaces we refer to [28].

4. Splitting and conjoining topologies

Let X, Y, T be topological spaces and let / : T x X —► Y be a function

and define p:T-* F{X, Y) by fß{t){x) := /(/, x). Observe that the so-
called exponential map p is a bijection from F{TxX, Y) to F{T, F{X, Y)).

A topology x on C{X, Y) is called splitting {weakly splitting) if f : T -*
C{X, Y) is continuous for each continuous function f : T x X ^> Y and for

each (compact) space T. Conversely, x is called conjoining {weakly conjoining)

if / : T x X -* Y is continuous for every continuous function ff-.T—*

C{X, Y) and each (compact) space T. For brevity we write CX{X, Y) instead

of {C{X,Y),x).
The next theorem generalizes some well-known facts for C{X, Y) to arbi-

trary subspaces. Condition (c) says for H = C{X, Y) that x is conjoining. For

the direction (a) =>• (d) we know only references for the special case x = xk .

4.1. Theorem. Let x be a topology on H c C{X, Y). Then the following
assertions are equivalent:

(a) The evaluation e : H x X —> Y is continuous.

(b) / «t /o implies f{x) « /0(x0) for all x « x0 G X, f £*H, fo £ H.
(c) For each space T the continuity of g11 : T —> H implies the continuity

of g:TxX^Y.
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(d) For any prehausdorff space I the composition map o : H x C{I, X) -»

C{I, Y) (/, /') i-> / o i is continuous if C{I, X) and C{I, Y) are
endowed with xk.

Proof, (a) o (b) is obvious and (b) =*> (c) is straightforward. For (c) =>■ (a)

choose T = H and observe that eß = id : H —> H is continuous. For (d) =>■

(a) choose / as a single set, then C{I, X) = X, C{I, Y) = Y and o is the

evaluation. Let us prove (b) => (d). Let i xk i0 £ C{I, X) and / «T fo £ H.
By formula (2) we have to show that / o /(/) « /0 o /0(/0) for all / G cpt*I,

to £ I with / « to. But by formula (2), / xk i0 implies /'(/) xk z'0(/o) for all
/ G cpt*I, to £ I with / « t0 and now apply (b).

4.2. Theorem. Let x be a topology on C{X, Y). Then the following assertions

are equivalent:

(a) fix) « /o(x0) for all x « x0 G X implies f «T /0.
(b) t ¿s splitting.
(c) t « coarser than every conjoining topology o .

Proof, (a) => (b) is left to the reader, (b) =>■ (c) is well known: since e:

Ca{X, Y)xX -> T is continuous (b) yields the continuity of e^ = id: CCT(X, y)

-» CT(X, Y). For the nontrivial part (c) =t> (a) let / G *C{X, Y), f0 £
C{X, Y) with f{x) « /)(xo) be fixed. We construct a conjoining topology

ct (depending on /, /0) with / «CT /0. Then (c) implies / wt /> and the

proof is finished. For every g £ C{X, Y) with g ^ fo let {g} be open.

For fo we define neighborhoods Su,v '■= {g G C(X, y) : g(t/) c V} where

£/, K are open sets with f0{U) c v'and f{*U) c *V. Thus f£*SUiV and
therefore / «CT fo. It remains to show that o is conjoining. It suffices to prove

4.1(b). Let g «j fo and let x « xo and F be an open neighborhood V of

/o(x0). Since w(xo) C {y G *X : f{y) £ *V) a saturation argument shows
that there exists an open neighborhood U of x0 with /(* U) c * V and we can

assume fi,{U) c V by continuity of /0 . Since g «„ fi, we obtain g g *5,fy,j/,

equivalently, g{*U) c*V. Thus g(x) G *V for every neighborhood of fo{xo),

therefore g{x) « /0(x0).

4.3. Corollary. The finest splitting topology is the infimum of all conjoining

topologies.

Proof. Theorem 4.2.

4.4. Remark. If x is only coarser than every Hausdorff conjoining topology

we can infer (a) of Theorem 4.2 if / G *H\aH : consider neighborhoods of the

form S¡j,v\{h} with U, V as above and h £ H\{f0}. Then ct is a regular

Hausdorff space. Observe that every conjoining topology a is Hausdorff if Y

is Hausdorff since by Theorem 4.1 ct contains the compact-open topology (cf.

formula (2)).
Let us consider the compact-open topology: since the direction " <= " in (2)

is valid without any separation assumption Theorem 4.2 (a) => (b) shows that
xk is always a splitting topology (Theorem 2.5.2 in [20]). Thus the exponential

map p maps C{TxX, Y) into C{T, Ctk{X, Y)). If the characterization (2)
is valid for the spaces C{X, Y), C{T, C{X, Y)) and C{TxX, Y) then it is
straightforward to verify that p is actually an embedding. Note that C{X, Y)

is prehausdorff if Y is prehausdorff. This shows the first part of
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4.5. Theorem. Let Y be prehausdorff or let X and T be prehausdorff. Then

the exponential map p : C{T x X, Y) -> C{T, Ctk{X, Y)) is an embedding. It
is a homeomorphism if T x X is a ky-space or X is locally compact.

Proof. Let / : T x X -» Y be a function such that f : T -» C{X, Y) is
continuous, i.e., *P{t) « p{t0) for all / « Z0 e 7\ By (2) we obtain *f{x, t) «

foito, xo) for all x G cpt*X with x « xo and / « Zo, in particular / is
continuous on each compact set of T x X . If T x X is a ky -space we infer

the continuity of /. If X is locally compact we have cpt*X = ns*X and the

continuity of / is obvious.

If X is locally compact then p is bijective for any space T, thus xk is

conjoining; cf. also Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 4.1. If H = C{X, Y) is a

completely regular family then xk is conjoining iff X is locally compact: for the

necessity choose for z G ns*X\cpt*A' a peak function / g *H with f{z) =

*yx and / xk y0. Since 4.1(b) is not satisfied we obtain a contradiction.

More generally, Arens has proved that the existence of a smallest conjoining (=

conjoining and splitting) topology implies the local compactness. We refer to

[16] for a detailed discussion of the exponential law for spaces with very weak

separation properties and further generalizations.

Now let us prove the equivalence of (b) and (d) in Theorem 3.1: let Z « Zo G T

and x « Xo £ X. It suffices to show that */(x, Z) sa /(z0, Xo). By assumption

we have *f{t) « fih) • But x is finer than the pointwise topology thus

V(*)C*b) « /"('o)(*b) = f(h, xo) =: y ■ Moreover f*{T) is compact and by
(b) evenly continuous. Hence *ffi{t){x) « y, i.e., */(x, Z) « f{t0, Xq) ■ For

(d) => (a) observe that eß = id : H —► C{X, Y) is obviously continuous.

5. Applications to hyperspaces

Let Xa '■ X -> {0, 1} be the characteristic function of a subset ^ of J.

Then / : 3>cX{X) -» C{X, {0, 1}) defined by A i-> Xa is a bijection if Y =
{0,1} is endowed with the Sierpinski topology {0, {0}, Y} . The compact-

open topology on 3°cX{X) is generated by the sets {A g 3>cX{X) : xA{K) c {0}} =

{A : A c AT\AT} where AT is an arbitrary compact set. If X is prehausdorff

then formula (2) shows that A «fc A0 £ 3°cX{x) iff XaÍx) « Xa0Íxo) for all
x G cpt*X, x0 G X with x « xo iff st{A n cpt*X) c Ao where st ̂ 4 := {x G
X : 3y £ A with y « x} . The topology t+ (t_ resp.) generated by the sets

U+ := {A : A c U} {U~ := {A : A n (7 ^ 0}) is called the M/?/?er (/ower resp.)

semifinite topology. It is easy to see that A «_ Ao £ 3BcX{A) iff st^4 D Aq.
The supremum xE of t^ and t_ {xv of t+ and t_ resp.) is called the Fell

topology {Vietoris topology). It is not very difficult to see that {3°cX{X), xE) is

always a compact Tx-space (use the proof of Proposition 1.4 in [33] and observe

that the direction " <= " in formula (2) is always valid). The above remarks show

that

(6) A xF Ao&st{AP>cpt*X) c Ao c st^

if X is prehausdorff or basic locally compact. In the latter case we have A xF

Aq iff stA = Ao, and 3°cX{X) is a (compact) Hausdorff space. These results

were proved in [7] and [33] (where xF is called the 5-compact-topology).

Narens has introduced the N-compact topology xN: a set He 3°a{X) is

T/v-open if kN{Ao) := {A £ *3>cX{X) : stA = A0} c *H for every A0 £ H. The
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/V-compact topology is the topology generated by the pseudomonads kN{A0)

and is therefore the finest of the topologies x with the property that st A = Ao

implies A «T Ao, in particular xE c x^. Observe that x^ = xE if X is
basic locally compact. In this section we show that t^ is identical with the

convergence topology (for definition see below) which was already discussed by

many authors, see e.g. [8]. But at first we need the following characterization:

5.1. Proposition. The N-compact topology is the infimum of all conjoining

topologies a with t_ c ct .

Proof. Let ct be conjoining with t_ c ct . Theorem 4.1 shows that A xa Aq

implies XaÍx) ~ Xa0Íxo) for all x « Xo, or equivalently, stA c A0. Since

t_ c ct we have stA D Ao. Hence stA = Ao and therefore A xN Ao. This

shows Xfi c ct . For the other inclusion let x be the infimum of all conjoining

topologies containing t_ . Then x c xn if we can prove that stA = A0 implies

A xT Aq . Define a conjoining topology ct (depending on A, Ao) as in the proof

of Theorem 4.2 and let p be the supremum of a and t_ . Then x c p and

by construction A xa Ao . Now st A = Ao implies A xp Ao and A «T Ao .

For the definition of the convergence topology we need some terminology:

for a net {A¡)¡€j in the hyperspace liminf^4, (lim sup A, resp.) denotes the

set of all x G X such that for every neighborhood V of xV n A, ^ 0 for

almost all (for infinitely many) i £ I. If the index set / is an element of the

standard universe *7oo denotes the set of all i £*I with i > *i0 for all in € /.

It is not very hard to see that

(7) liminf^,=   P|  st*A¡ c   [j  st*A¡ = lims\ipAi.
ie'ioo ie*ioo

Ao is the limit of {A¡)i€¡ if Ao = liminf^, = lim sup A¡, or equivalently,

Ao = st*A¡ for all i £ 'I^ . A subset H c 39cX{X) is closed in the convergence

topology Xc if for every A0 £ 3>cX{X) and every net {A¡)i€¡ the validity of

lim A¡ = Aq implies Ao £ H. It is not very difficult to see that one can require

that the index set / in the above definition is a set in the standard universe.

5.2. Theorem. The N-compact topology coincides with the convergence topol-

ogy. It contains the supremum of the finest splitting topology and t_ .

Proof. We show t# c Xc ■ Let H be T^-closed and {A¡)¡€j be a net in H

with lim ,4, = Ao. Since / can be assumed to be in the standard universe (7)

yields st*/l, = Ao for all / G */oo • Thus stM,- xN Aq and by fAr-closedness of

H we infer Aq £ H. Thus H is Tc-closed. For the other inclusion it suffices to

show that Xc is smaller than every conjoining topology ct containing t_ . Let

H be TC-closed, we show that it is cr-closed: let A0 be in the cr-closure of H

and {A¡)¡ej a net in H converging in the cr-topology to Aq. Then stM, = Aq

for every /' G *7oo • (7) yields lim ,4, = A0. Thus A0 £ H. This proves the

first statement. Let p be the finest splitting topology; then st A c A0 implies

A xp Aq and this yields p cxn .

Our next theorem answers a question in [3, p. 53] positively for the class of all

topological vector spaces; our proof depends on arguments given by Wattenberg

for the special case of the rationals Q. Z denotes the set of all integers.
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5.3. Theorem. Let X be a topological vector space over Q. Then the Fell

topology and the convergence topology coincide iff X is locally compact.

Proof. We only have to show that xF = xc implies the local compactness.

Observe that Zx := {«x : n G Z} is closed for every x £ X. It is easy

to see that the set 5? of all closed subgroups is Tc-closed; cf. [24]. If X

is not locally compact there exists xo G X, x £ *X such that x « xo and

x ^ cpt*X. We can assume that xo is not zero. Then A := *Zx £ *SP.
Moreover I := {n £ Z : n • x £ cpt*X} is an ideal of Z with -1 $ I.

Obviously / • Xo and Ao := I - Xo U {xo} are closed. It is not very difficult to see

that st^ncpfX) c A0 cstA . (6) yields A xF Ao . But Ao is not a subgroup.
Therefore S? is not xE -closed.

The next theorem answers a question in [33] negatively. As usual Xœ :=

X U {oo} denotes the Alexandroff compactification of a topological space X.

If X is a 7i-space we call j : I«, —> 3°cX{X) defined by j{x) = {x} and
j(oo) = 0 the natural injection.

5.4. Theorem. Let X be a topological vector space over Q. Then the union

map U : 3°cX{X) x 3°cX{X) -» 3scX{X) defined by U{A, B) := A U B is continuous

for *c iff % '5 locally compact.

Proof. If X is locally compact and regular then xE = xc ■ But it is easy to see

that U is always continuous for the Fell topology. For the converse let x, Xo

be as in the last proof. Clearly B := {n • x : n £ *Z, n ^ 1} is in *3>cX{X).

Since stß = Zxo\{xo} =: C we have trivially B xN C. On the other side

A := {x} xN 0 since the natural injection j : I» —► 3>cX{X) is an embedding;

cf. [33]. If U is continuous then A U B xN C. But C is not a subgroup and

the set of all subgroups is Tc-closed. Thus Ai) B cannot be a '-subgroup, a
contradiction to A U B = *Zx .

Obviously every conjoining topology ct containing t_ is Hausdorff. So it is

natural to ask whether t^ is coarser than all conjoining Hausdorff topologies.

Surprisingly the following is true:

5.5. Theorem. Let X be a Hausdorff space. Then the convergence topology is

coarser than all conjoining Hausdorff topologies if and only if X is discrete and

finite.

Proof. If X is nondiscrete there exists x0 G X and x G *X with x x xo

and x ^ *x0. Choose Xi G X\{x0}. Then A := {x} G *3°cX{X) and A0 :=

{x0, xi} G 3°cX{x) and we have stA c Ao, stA ^ Ao and A £ 33cX{X). As

pointed out in Remark 4.4 there exists a conjoining Hausdorff topology ct with

A x„ Ao. Since st^4 = {xo} ^ Ao a cannot contain t_ , in particular not

t¿v . This contradicts our assumption. Similarly, if X is nonfinite there exists

x G *X\ns*Ar. Now choose A = {x} and Ao = {xo} for some Xo G X. For

the converse observe that *H = aH for every subset H c 3°cX{X). Thus the

monads with respect to a contains only standard sets. But since ct is Hausdorff

we can infer that ct is discrete and x^ c a is trivial.

Arens and Dugundji have conjectured in [2, p. 29] that the Vietoris topology

is the smallest conjoining Hausdorff topology if X is a compact Hausdorff

space. But this is not true unless X is discrete since xy = xn for a compact

regular space. Now let us compare xy and Tjv . It is not very difficult to see
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that xn c Xy if X is regular. Narens has shown that 0 is an isolated point

of {3scX{X), xm) iff X is compact. It follows immediately that X is compact

iff Xy C Xn   iff Xy C Xf .

5.6. Theorem. Let X be a Hausdorff space. Then the following assertions are

equivalent:

(a) X is locally compact.

(b) There exists a topology x on 3scX{X) with: A xT A0-^ stA c A0.

(c) There exists a topology x on 3cX{X) with: A «T Ao «■ st^4 = A0.

(d) A xN Ao & stA = A0 .

(e) A xF Ao <& stA = A0 .

(f) 3BcX{X) is a {compact) Hausdorff space for xE or xc ■

(g) e : 3°cX{x) xI-*{0, 1} is continuous for xk , xE or xc ■

(h) 3>cX{X) x X is a k-space for xk , xF or xc ■

Proof. For (a) => (b) choose x = xk and for (b) => (c) as the supremum of

the topology in (b) and t_ . For (c) => (d) observe that every t-open set is

r^-open, i.e., x c x^ ■ Thus A xN A0 implies A xT A0 and by (c) stA = Aq .

(d) => (f ) and (a) =>■ (e) =>■ (f ) are clear. For (f ) => (a) consider the natural

embedding j : Xoo -> 3>cX{X). Thus (a)-(f ) are equivalent. Theorem 2.1 yields

(a) =>■ (g). We show now (g) => (d). We can assume that e is continuous

for Xn ■ Then x x xo and A xN Ao implies XaÍx) x Xa0ÍXo) , m other words

st A c Ao. Since t_ c xn we obtain st A = A0. (a) => (h) is clear since

X x 3°cX{X) is locally compact. For the last implication (h) => (g) it is enough

to show that e is continuous on every compact set AT x 3>cX{X). Let x £*K,

Xo G AT with x « xo and A xx A0 (where x = xk, xE or xc) ■ We have to

show that *e{A, x) = *XaÍX) x Xa0Íx0) = e{A0, x0), or equivalently, A wt A0

implies st(^4 n cpt*X) c A0 . Since x D xk this is true.

5.7. Theorem. Let X be a locally compact non-Hausdorffspace such that every

compact set is closed. Then the evaluation e : C{X, {0, 1}) x X —> {0, 1} is

not continuous for xk or xF, and 33Ú{X) is not a Hausdorff space for the Fell

topology.

Proof. Using the proof of (g) =$■ (d) => (f ) of the last theorem we infer that

3}cX{X) is a Hausdorff space for xF . Since every compact set is closed it is easy

to see that j : X^ —» 3°cX{X) is continuous, a contradiction to the fact, that X

is non-Hausdorff.

Recall that X is an A2-space if it has a countable base for the topology. X

has a point-countable base if there exists a base 33 for the topology such that

3SX := {B £ 3? : x £ B} is countable. It is easy to see that X is an ^2-space

iff X is separable with a point-countable base. A regular space is cosmic if it is

a continuous image of a separable metric space; cf. [21].

5.8. Theorem. Let X be a Hausdorff space and let 3°cX{X) be endowed with

xE or Xc ■ Then the following assertions are equivalent:

(a) 3cX{X) is metrizable.

(b) 3BcX{X) is an A2-space.
(c) 3°cX{X) possesses a point-countable base.

(d) X is a locally compact A2-space.
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If X is metrizable or a cosmic space then the following assertion is equivalent:

(e) 3>cX{X) is an Al-space.

Proof. Since 3scX{X) is always compact we have (a) =*• (b) => (c). Now let us

prove (c) => (d) and (e) =*► (d). Since X^ is a subspace of 3cX{X) we know

that Xoc and I« x 3sá{X) are Al -spaces. Thus X^ x 3>cX{X) isa fc-space

and by Theorem 5.6 (h) =>■ (a), X is a locally compact, CT-compact ̂ 1-space.

In case (c), X^ is even a compact Hausdorff space with a point-countable

base. Proposition 2.1 in [4] shows that I«, is an /12-space. If Xis metrizable,

well-known results yield (d). If X is cosmic and locally compact then X is

metrizable; cf. [21, p. 994]. For (d) =► (a) we refer to [8].

Observe that every condition in Theorem 5.8 implies xE = Xc • Moreover it is

not very difficult to show that every closed subset of X is necessarily separable if

{3scX{X), xE) is an ^1-space using the proof of the following result in [34]: the

space 3°C0{X) of all compact subsets is an .¿I 1-space for the Vietoris topology iff

(i) every compact subset is separable and (ii) every compact set has a countable

neighborhood base. Smithson has shown that 33co{X) is an ^1-space for xv

iff X is "compactly second countable"; cf. [30]. Smithson has asked in [30]

under what conditions X is compactly second countable if (a) all compact sets

are J2-spaces or if (b) every compact set has a countable neighborhood base.

Obviously the results of [34] give reasonable conditions. The results in [22] yield

the following characterization: If a regular space X satisfies (a) then 3°C0{X) is

an Al -space for xy iff X is a compact-covering open image of a metric space.

6. Realcompact spaces

In this section we give a nonstandard characterization of real compactness.

Our results are complementary to those in [5] and [32]. As usual Cb{X) de-

notes the set of all continuous, real-valued and bounded functions. Instead of

C{X,R) we write C{X).

Definition. Let H c C{X, Y). Then H-ns*X := {x £ *X: *f{x) £ ns*Y for
all f £ H) is called the set of all H-nearstandard points. In case of H = C{X)

we write psns*X instead of C{X)-ns*X and call it the set of all pseudonear-

standard points.

A topological space is pseudocompact if every continuous real-valued function

is bounded. It is easy to see that X is pseudocompact iff *X = psns'A', an

analogy of the nonstandard characterization of compactness.

Let H be C{X) or Cb{X), I be an ideal of H, and let p : H -> H ¡I be
the natural projection. Recall that the image of the set of all constant functions

is a subfield of H/I which can be identified with R. If this subfield is the
whole space H/I then / is called real. A maximal ideal is free if it is not of

the form {/ G H : /(x) = 0} for some x £ X. A completely regular Hausdorff

space X is real compact if every real maximal ideal M of C{X) is of the form

{/ G C{X) : f{x) = 0} for some x G X.

6.1. Proposition. Let H = C{X) or H = Cb{X). Then {/ G H : * f{x) x 0}
is a real, maximal ideal for every x £ H-ns*X.

Proof. Since x G H-ns*X the map stx : H —> R defined by stx / := */(x) is

well defined and obviously a surjective homomorphism.
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6.2. Example. Let H = C{X). Then Hx := {/ G H : /(x) x 0} is an ideal iff
x G psns*Z: if x £ psns*X then there exists g £ H with *g{x) £ *R\ns*R.

We can assume that g is invertible since H contains the maximum of g and

a constant function. If Hx is an ideal then 1 = g • g~x £ Hx yields the desired

contradiction.

6.3. Theorem. Let M be an ideal of H = C{X) or H = Cb{X). Then there
exists x £ *X such that M c {/ G H : /(x) x 0} =: Hx. In this case the

following assertions are equivalent:

(a) M is a real maximal ideal.

(b) x G H-ns*H and M is a maximal ideal.
(c) M = HX.

Proof. For the first statement cf. the proof of Theorem 2.1 in [5]. For (a) =*•

(b) let f £ H and AT be a real maximal ideal. Then there exists a constant

function r £ H and g £ M with g + f = r. Since M c Hx we have

*g{x) x 0, hence */(x) G ns*^T. This shows x G H-ns*X. For (b) => (c) =>•

(a) use Proposition 6.1, the maximality of M and Example 6.2.

6.4. Theorem. Let X be a completely regular Hausdorff space. Then ns*X =

psns *X if and only if X is real compact.

Proof. Let M be a real maximal ideal. Thus there exists x G psns*X = ns*X

with M = {f £ C{X) : *f{x) x 0}. Choose x0 G X with x x x0 . Then M =
{/ G C{X) : /(xo) = 0} and X is real compact. Conversely, let x G psns*X.

Then M := {/ G C{X) : *f{x) x 0} is a real maximal ideal, hence of the form

{/ G C{X) : f{xo) = 0} for some x0 G X by real compactness. It suffices to

show that x x xo. Assume that there exists an open neighborhood U of xo

with x i *U. Choose f £ C{X) with f{X\U) = {1} and /(x0) = 0. Then
/ is in {/ G C{X) : /(x0) = 0} but / <£ M, a contradiction.

Theorem 6.3 and Proposition 6.1 show that the real maximal ideals of C{X)

are of the form {/ G C{X) : *f{x) x 0} with x G psns*X. For a nonstandard

description of an arbitrary maximal ideal we refer to [5]. The following well-

known result is an obvious consequence of Theorem 6.4: A completely regular

Hausdorff space X is compact if and only if it is real compact and pseudocom-

pact.

6.5. Proposition. A closed subset of a real compact space is real compact.

Proof. Let x G psns *A.  Then x G psns*X c ns*X.  Since A is closed we

obtain x G nsM .

6.6. Theorem. Let X be a completely regular Hausdorff space and S c X.

Then psns*(5" U K) = psns*5 U ns*(5 U A) for every compact subset K c X .
In particular: if S is real compact {pseudocompact) then S U AT is real compact

{pseudocompact).

Proof. Let y G psns*(S U AT). Assume that y £ ns*(SuAT). Then y £

UJceA-m(x) = flyer kcu*U d *K ■ Thus there exists a continuous function

g:I-»R, disjoint open sets U, V with K c U and y £ *V such that
g{U) = {0} and g{V) = {1}. Now let / : S -> R be continuous. It suffices

to show that * f{y) £ ns*R. It is not very difficult to see that / : S U K -> R

defined by /(x) = f{x)g{x) for x G 5 and f{x) = 0 otherwise is a continuous
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function. Since y G psns*(S U K) we infer that *f{y) = *f{y)*g{y) = *f{y) £

ns*R. The other inclusion is trivial.

For x, y G *X define y Xß x to mean that */(y) x *f{x) for all / G

Cb{X). It is well known that ßX := *X/ Xß is the Stone-Cech compactification

of X. We want to construct the Hewitt real compactification vX. Define

oX := psns*^7 Xß c ßX with the relative topology. We have to show that oX

is a real compact space such that X is dense and C-embedded in oX. Clearly

X is dense in oX since X is dense in ßX. Let / : X —> R be continuous.

Then f°: oX -» R defined by fv{[x]) := st*/(jc) with x G psns*X is a
continuous (well-defined) extension. Thus X is C-embedded in oX and the

restriction map R : C{oX) -> C(X) is a bijective algebra homomorphism. Let

us show that oX is real compact: let M c C(üX) be a real maximal ideal. Then

R{M) is a real maximal ideal and hence of the form {g £ C{X) : *g{x) x 0}

for some x G psns*X. Thus M = {/ G C{oX) : f[x] = 0}.

7. The diagonal function

Let H c C{X, Y) be a completely regular family endowed with a topology

x. R. McCoy started in [18, 19] a systematic study of the so-called diagonal

function (or the evaluation identification)

(8) A:X^F{H,Y),    A{x){f) := f{x)    with x G X, / g H.

We emphasize the analogy of (8) to the embedding of a locally convex vector

space into the bidual. If x is finer than the pointwise topology then A(x) is

actually in C{H, Y). If o is a topology on F{H, Y) or C{H, Y) then it
is very natural to investigate continuity properties of A. Assume that ct lies

between xp and xk . As in the proof of Theorem 3.2 it is easy to see that A is

continuous if

(9) / G cpt *H, f0£H with / xT fo and x x x0 implies /(x) x /0(x0).

If x is a weakly conjoining topology on H c C{X, Y) then A is continuous.
Our next theorem generalizes results in [19].

7.1. Theorem. Let Y be a Hausdorff space and He C{X, Y) be a completely

regular family endowed with a weakly conjoining topology x D xp. Then A :

X —> C{H, Y) is an embedding for every topology a on C{H, Y) between xp

and xk . For each 4> £ H we can extend (f> o A-1 : A{X) —> Y to a continuous

function <j>:C(H, Y) -+ Y.

Proof. Since X is Hausdorff and H is a completely regular family H separates

the points of X, hence A is injective. Now let *A(x) x„ A(xo) for x £*X,

Xo £ X. Since xp c ct we infer */(x) = *A(x)(*/) x A(x0)(/) = /(x0) for

every f £ H. Assume that x is not in w(xo). Then there exists an open

neighborhood U of x0 with x £ *U. Choose f £ H with f{X\U) = {yo}
and /(xo) = yi . Then */(x) = *yo , but /(xo) = yi, a contradiction. Thus A

is an embedding. Now let <¡> £ H. We want to show that <?3 o A-1 : A{X) —> Y

can be extended continuously to a function (¡> : C{H, Y) -> Y. For L: H -* Y

we define </>(L) := L{<j>). Then <¡> is an extension since 4>{A{x)) = A{x){<f>) =

(¡>{x) = 4>o A"'(A(x)).   For the continuity of </3 let L £ *C{H, Y),  L0 £
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C{H, Y) with L xa Lo. Since xp c ct we have L{*4>) ~ Lo{<¡>) for every

<f> £ H. Hence *<¡>{L) x 4>{Lq) . The proof is complete.

Now we want to describe the closure of A{X) in F{H, Y) with respect to the

topology ct . It is clear that F g A{X) iff there exists x £*X with *A(x) xa

F. For the topology xp of pointwise convergence this is equivalent to */(x) x

F{f) for all f £ H. Thus x is necessarily in H-ns*X. Conversely, for

*A(x) :*H —* *Y with x G H-ns*X we can define the standard part function

st*A(x) : H -+ y (cf. §2) and obviously *A(x) xp st*A(x). Thus A{X)P =
{st*A(x) : x G H-ns*X}. Another interesting question is whether the closure

A{X) in F{H, Y) is automatically in C{H, Y). Our result strengthens a

result in [19].

7.2. Theorem. Let x be the closed-open topology on H c C{X, Y) and Y

regular. Then A{X) c F{H, Y) is evenly continuous. In particular, the closure

of A{X) with respect to xp in F{H, Y) is a subset of C{H, Y).

Proof. A{X) is evenly continuous iff each *A(x) with x £ *X satisfies the

following condition: for every y g Y, f xr f0 G H with *A{x){fo) x y

implies *A{x){f) xy . Equivalently:

(10) / xT fo and *f0{x) x y imply /(x) x y.

Let us prove formula (10) for the closed-open topology: Let U be an open

neighborhood of y . Choose V open with y g V c V c U . Then f0~l{V) =: A
is closed and [A, U] is a neighborhood of /o. Thus f £ *[A, U], i.e., that
f{*A) c *U. Since /0(x) « y we have x G *A. Thus /(x) £*U for every

neighborhood U of y.
Let now Y = R and I bea completely regular Hausdorff space. Endow H =

C{X) or H = Cb{X) with the closed-open topology and F{H, R) with the
topology of pointwise convergence. Then A : X —> C{H, R) is an embedding

and the pointwise closure A{X) in F{H,R) is contained in C{H,R). As

pointed out in [19] it follows from well-known results that A{X) is v{X) for

H = C{X) and ß{X) for H = Cb{X). A more direct nonstandard proof runs

as follows: we know that st*A : H-ns*X —> A{X) c RH is surjective. Then it

is not very difficult to see that st*A: H-ns*X/ Xß —> A{X) is a (well-defined)

homeomorphism.
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